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In 1963, Jack Goody and Ian Watt published a paper entitled "The Consequences of Literacy."
It deals with the invention of the Greek alphabet in the eighth century BC and its contribution to Greek culture, the basis of Western culture tout court. This paper has received very broad attention, much of which was highly critical. The essence of the article may be given as follows:

The present argument must ... confine itself to suggesting that some crucial features of Western culture came into being in Greece soon after the existence, for the first time, of a rich urban society in which a substantial portion of the population was able to read and write; and that, consequently, the overwhelming debt of the whole of contemporary civilisation to classical Greece must be regarded as in some measure the result not so much of the Greek genius, as of the intrinsic differences between non-literate (or proto-literate) and literate societies; the latter being mainly represented by those societies using the Greek alphabet and its derivatives.²

Here the reader is asked to see a close causal connection between literacy shared by a substantial section of the population and advance in culture, or, to use a term not found there but implied: progress. Goody and Watt more than once maintain that the majority of the Greek urban dwellers were able to read and write and that the infrastructure existed to maintain this level of education. Crucial to their argument is that the Greek achievements (which in this contribution remain rather vague) were attained soon after the creation of a largely literate society.³

The Greek paradigm for the scholar derives from another factor described in the following terms: "The writing down of some of the main elements in the cultural tradition in Greece ... brought about an awareness of two things: of the past as different from the present; and of the inherent inconsistencies in the picture of life as it was inherited by the individual from the cultural tradition in its recorded form. These two effects of widespread alphabetic writing, it may be surmised,

---

² Ibid., p. 332.
³ On this issue see further Rosalind Thomas, Literacy and Orality in Ancient Greece (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992).
have continued and multiplied themselves ever since, and at an increasing pace since the development of printing."

Those medievalists who deal with literacy normally have a reference to this article without consideration of whether it may contribute to a better understanding of medieval societies. In this context it should be emphasized particularly that Goody refers to effects "of widespread alphabetic writing". For this reason it is imperative to investigate pragmatically the social dimensions of writing in every given society. In any case, the medievalists who draw on Goody and Watt in a general manner conveniently fail to comment on another important statement in the same article which, admittedly, is not discussed in detail but would appear to be as crucial: "For, even within a literate culture, the oral tradition ... nevertheless remains the primary mode of cultural orientation, and, to varying degrees, is out of step with the various literate traditions."

I suppose that this point was made rather casually because it was an obvious phenomenon for anthropologists that did not need any elaboration, but it certainly does place written culture into a wider social context. If the statement is valid for classical Greece, it is all the more relevant for the Middle Ages.

This article by Goody and Watt, like other scholarly contributions, should be taken for what it is, the presentation of a hypothesis that needs to be tested for its applicability in every case. Its main assumptions have found vehement critics from the discipline of classicists, not, however, from medievalists. Here it seems advisable to make two points. In the first place, Goody and Watt were not historians, let alone medievalists, but anthropologists; secondly, in this article they nowhere referred to the Middle Ages, but confined themselves to antiquity and contemporary society. Since the appearance of this article, Jack Goody has published in the field of medieval studies and there apparently did not heed his own earlier evaluation of primary orality, but got caught, like so many others, in what I would like to call the "texts trap". But here this is just an aside.

Two points have to be separated: the article on its own merits, and the use of it made by medievalists who do not refer to the limits the authors themselves have drawn. Those medievalists who use Goody and Watt in support of their ideas about literacy in the medieval world, more often by way of tacit assumptions than in points specifically elaborated, do not discuss two essential features. First, the educational infrastructure in medieval societies everywhere was fundamentally different from what Goody and Watt posit for classical Greece, the medieval so-

---

4 Goody and Watt, Literacy, p. 333. The same point is made elsewhere: "The present attempt to outline the possible relationships between the writing system and those cultural innovations of early Greece which are common to all alphabetically-literate societies" (p. 320).

5 <Literacy> "seems to have been used in a very wide range of activities, intellectual as well as economic, and by a wide range of people" (ibidem, pp. 318 f.)

6 Ibidem, p. 335.

cieties were much less closely knit than classical Greece. Second, the language situation was different in Greek antiquity and in modern times from the situation in the Middle Ages. In ancient Greece and in the modern world the primary language of the literates is a written variety of their vernacular. This was not so for most of the Middle Ages where the language written most widely was Latin, mostly a foreign language the acquisition of which was restricted to a small section of the population and only in special institutions and for restricted purposes. For many of the medieval centuries we are dealing with élite literacy par excellence, which was not what Goody and Watt presented from Greece.

It would appear that the second statement of Goody and Watt quoted earlier is highly pertinent to the medieval situation: "The oral tradition remained the primary mode of cultural orientation." Here the anthropologists come into their own again. It is a great challenge to medievalists to come to terms with this situation, and all the more so since oral tradition must necessarily be investigated by way of written sources. This implies that the medium in which one works is qualitatively different in several respects from the medium to be investigated. There are indications that often, even though not throughout, those who produced our written sources were not neutral towards the representatives of the oral culture. It may be pointed out that the conviction that the oral tradition was the primary mode of cultural orientation has been branded recently, by a Celticist, as "romantic". Celticists should know better since Celtic societies have been carriers of vital oral culture to the twentieth century more visibly than other Western societies.

Here the medievalists would be well served to heed the article by Herbert Grundmann, 'Litteratus - Illitteratus', published in 1958. Its reception would appear to have been restricted to the world of Germanophone scholarship. There, however, it has not been subjected to any substantial criticism since its appearance almost half a century ago. Grundmann was a highly respected medievalist, from

---

10 For this aspect see below, the discussion of Herbert Grundmann, "Litteratus - Illitteratus."
13 See Wolfgang Meid, Dichter und Dichtkunst im alten Irland (Innsbruck: Institut für Sprachwissenschaften der Universität Innsbruck, 1971).
14 Archiv für Kulturgeschichte, 40, pp. 1-65.
1957 to 1970 president of the *Monumenta Germaniae Historica*, and in charge of the edition of mainly Latin material concerning medieval *Germania*, whatever that term may stand for. It is not so much that Grundmann is wrong in what he writes, but rather is misleading because of what he leaves out. We may add that since Grundmann’s article appeared there has been some progress in medieval studies which is relevant for us.

While there has been ample work on the phenomenon of writing and its consequences, it would appear significant that the German language lacks a single equivalent for the English terms ‘literacy’ or ‘literate’. What discussion there has been of written culture in Germany failed to place it alongside the phenomenon that ‘the oral tradition .... remained the primary mode of cultural orientation.’ This despite the fact that Grundmann referred to the culture that remained outside the written sphere more than once and even made it explicit that this other culture was not inferior to written culture but simply represented another world.

Grundmann deals only with alphabetic writing, and he does not give any indication that he is aware of either runic writing or *ogam*. He has three main points to make:

1. *litteratus* in the Middle Ages has different connotations from that term in Roman antiquity and simply refers to the ability to read and write;
2. the ability to write in the Middle Ages was largely the domain of clerics, to the extent that *litteratus / clericus* almost became synonyms, at least before the twelfth century;
3. the application of the Latin alphabet to non-Latin languages was carried out early only exceptionally and only for the English language.

Crucial in his argument is the evaluation of Latin vis-à-vis the other Western European languages. Here the *Romania* has to be singled out as the area with an important continuity from the Latin past. The role of Latin in the early Middle

---

15 Goody and Watt’s article was translated as ‘Konsequenzen der Literalität,’ in *Literalität in traditionellen Gesellschaften*, trans. Friedhelm Herboth and Thomas Lindquist (Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp, 1981). The two crucial terms are German neologisms.

16 A ten year project of the University of Freiburg on ‘Übergänge und Spannungsfelder zwischen Mündlichkeit und Schriftlichkeit’ did not explore orality in a new manner, see, in the series ScriptOralia, e. g. Christine Ehler, Ursula Schaefer, ed., *Verschriftung und Verschriftlichung* (Tübingen: Narr, 1998) (ScriptOralia 94).

17 Art. cit., pp. 8, 13, 32.


19 Ibid., p. 43.

20 Ibid., pp. 34, 35, 40.
ages has always been a controversial subject among scholars of the Romance languages. For twenty years or so there has been a growing argument from various sides to suggest that Latin in the Romania, long past the end of the Western empire, was accessible to people not specially educated, and with considerable regional variation. As with concentric circles, Latin was accessible longest in Italy, less so in Spain and least in Gaul, where one could differentiate even further between north and south, the langue d’oil and the langue d’oc, respectively. In this respect Grundmann, not without some ambivalence, holds the conservative position. This is the view that from the beginning of the Middle Ages, even in the Romania, Latin was as foreign a language as it was in the central Middle Ages, and its acquisition required a formal education.

The more recent positions outlined above have many consequences for the topic. As far as I can see, no attention has been paid by early medieval historians to the fact that in the Roman world of late antiquity, the use of Latin in the Christian religion had meant the use of the lingua vulgaris, as is so evident in Jerome’s Vulgate. This situation must now be extended to the Romance areas of the early medieval centuries. Sermons preached in Latin were accessible without any linguistic barrier to the uneducated Romance population, and if the liturgy may have used a more arcane register of that language, the Vulgate for these people was nevertheless not a book with seven seals, as it were.

The situation where uneducated people could partake in Latin church services is clear in the sermons of Caesarius of Arles from the first half of the sixth century. In bringing the message of the Gospel to his flock Caesarius encountered an attitude of indifference that he found alarming. It is from his writings that we hear of the arguments which he appears to have encountered frequently: “we cannot read and therefore we cannot know the Christian commands.” Caesarius did not accept this argument, which he regarded as a poor excuse. He countered with the example of merchants, who, should they themselves not be able to write, employed others who possessed this skill, and thus even though themselves illiterate could make use of written culture for their benefit. If this was done for worldly gain, said Caesarius, all the more should it be worth pursuing for the salvation of one’s soul. He further argued that the laity had the capacity to retain a large repertoire of secular verse and thus could as well open themselves to Christian Latin verse. Caesarius bundled the predicament in which he found himself in the words

21 See in particular Roger Wright, Late Latin and Early Romance in Spain and Carolingian France (Liverpool: Cairns, 1982), which was even translated into Spanish, and more publications by him thereafter. Michel Banniard, Viva voce. Communication écrite et communication orale du ive au ixé siècle en Occident Latin (Paris: Institut des Etudes Augustiniennes, 1992).
It was only a question of motivation, not of formal education. It is believed that this language situation continued in Gaul into the eighth century.

Turning to other areas of Western Europe, an entirely different picture emerges. Here the focus must be first on Ireland, the society that received Catholic Christianity a century earlier than the Franks. The horizon of Grundmann did not extend that far, and, one may add, this is still the case with German medievalists. Ireland is special for several reasons. In the first place, around 400, it received Catholic Christianity from Britain and Gaul, two areas where Catholic Christianity had just become the official religion of the state, tied, of course, to the Latin language. In Ireland, this language of the new religion was retained. Here it was, from the beginning, a sacral language accessible only to people who had received a formal education and was thus inaccessible to the majority of Christians.

This was to be the situation thereafter in all other parts of Western Europe outside the Romania, a situation that Grundmann posited from the very beginning. In the seventh century Ireland emerged as the society with the most dynamic cultivation of the Latin language. And from the late sixth century onwards, Irish Christians, the famous Irish *peregrini*, went forth into other societies to live their Christianity abroad. It cannot be doubted that the Irish contributed substantially to the spread and acceptance of the Latin Church in the West, with the central use of the *lingua sacra*. This implies the subsequent division of society into *litterati* and *illitterati*, where one should take note that the Christian religion could not tolerate the belief systems of not-Christian as equal. The qualitative difference between *litterati* and the rest emerged in this context, at least in the minds of the zealous Christians.

There is another reason why Ireland must be singled out in this field. Grundmann was no exception in not knowing that medieval Ireland has the richest corpus of vernacular literature outside Latin. In fact, in seventh-century Ireland one can observe, almost as in a laboratory, the stages in writing the vernacular with the help of the Latin alphabet, from earliest glosses to continuous prose. This, furthermore, happened in the sphere of the Christian religion as well as in the secular sphere. Here we must refer to the vast corpus of Irish law, compiled

---

24 Ibid., sermo 6, p. 34.
27 The best modern account is J. E. Caerwyn Williams, Patrick Ford, *The Irish Literary Tradition* (Cardiff and Belmont/Mass: The University of Wales Press, 1992). It is significant that the Celtic countries are not included in standard works like Karl Langosch, *Geschichte der Textüberlieferung der antiken und mittelalterlichen Literatur*, vol. 2 (Zürich: Atlantis Verlag, 1964).
around 700 and written almost completely in Irish. The Irish language as it emerged in the early stages was a cultivated Hochsprache, but it would appear to have been accessible to people not trained to read when it was recited to them. In this way the written material in non-Latin languages was not inaccessible to illiterates. The question of why a similar constellation apparently did not exist in Wales, which had a great influence on early Ireland, has no simple answer. This is a substantial area where Grundmann is unreliable due to lack of information. It has considerable consequences for the overall validity of his argument.

The spread of alphabetic writing along with the spread of Christianity created the precondition for writing the vernacular languages as well. The early glosses in many language areas show that this became possible at an early stage. The fact that there is not more vernacular writing available from the early medieval centuries shows that traditional methods of passing on the cultural heritage—the oral method—were considered as adequate and continually satisfactory. This is indeed conceded by Grundmann and can be considered as a confirmation of sorts for the medieval period of Goody and Watt's ideas of primary orality.

This position may be illustrated by a brief consideration of the Old Saxon Heliand poem with its over six thousand verses. Grundmann refers to it in passing but makes only a reference to the person who initiated the composition, a Ludowicus who could be either Louis the Pious (unlikely in my view) or his son Louis. The Latin preface to this work also relates, however, that the poem was the work of a native eminent poet who was highly respected by his fellow countrymen:

Praecepit namque cuidam viro de gente Saxonum, qui apud suos non ignobilis vates habebatur, ut vetus ac novum Testamentum in Germanicam linguam poetice transferre studeret, quatenus non solum literatis, verum etiam illiteratis sacra divinorum praeceptorum lectio panderetur. Qui iussis imperialibus libenter obtemperans nimimum eo facilium, quo desuper admonitus est prius, ad tam difficile tanque arduum se statim contulit opus, potius tamen confidens de adiutorio obtemperantiae, quam de suae ingenio parvitatis. ... Quod opus tam lucide tamque eleganter iuxta idioma illius linguae composuit, ut audientibus ac intelligentibus non minimam sui decoris dulcedinem praestet.

In this way, the poem shows that in case of need the Church could draw on an elaborate Dichtersprache, which existed independent of writing and in the Heliand has left a record of its qualities more clearly than in other instances. High

---


Art. cit., p. 41.

quality of language before its wide use in writing is a concept which literature people find unpalatable, yet writing per se is no precondition for an improvement in language.

Thus, we should note two phenomena pointing in different ways. Oral culture existed on a very high level as far as the quality of the language is concerned; it was so firmly established and functioned so well that there was no need to resort to writing even though the technical preconditions existed. From this perspective the people of Latin learning, comprising their skills to read and write Latin in societies where Latin was not the lingua vulgaris, must be considered as a socially marginal group who were in no way responsible for the functioning of their society. It is understandable that their view of themselves and the evaluation of their skills would be different, yet their own high regard for their learning must not be taken at face value but instead as their subjective interpretations.

The preconditions for the creation of a small group of people skilled to write Latin in the early medieval societies outside the Romania are in need of renewed investigation in order to be able to give an adequate evaluation of the place of the litterati in their contemporary context. This can best be done by approaching the problem with the anthropologist’s evaluation of the role of oral culture. We may also quote the formulation of the phenomenon of Dichtersprache before writing, as expressed by the linguist Calvert Watkins: “A language necessarily implies a society, a speech community, and a culture.”32 We are asked to investigate more than has been done in the past the function of language as a social cohesive even before its written form emerges. This is by no means easy, but it would necessarily amount to a historicization of our available written sources, which would then assume a new and more limited value.